
Day 07 
 
 
“Therefore, everyone who hears these words of mine and puts them into practise is 
like a wise man who built his house on the rock.” 

- Matthew 7:24 
 
I don’t know what is more disconcerting, the fact that doctors have ‘waiting rooms’ 
or that they are ‘practising medicine’?! I have concerns about both, but this is 
neither the time nor place according to my therapist. 
 
There is, however, something rather captivating about the concept of practising 
medicine, as is the idea that Jesus encouraged those who had just heard the 
sermon on the mount to put his words into ‘practise.’  
 
Did you know, if you want to run the comrades marathon next year in all its 90km 
glory, the ‘couch to comrades’ training program will have you start your training 
with 5 minutes of walking every second day. Read that sentence again.  
 
Not an easy 5km run, not a set of burpees or juicing 1kg of carrots, but walking! 
This is because all good coaches know that it takes time to get you from where 
you are to where you want to be. And if you are on the couch, then the next 
logical step is to go walking, even though the end goal is an ultra-marathon. 
 
In the same way, Jesus closes his sermon on the mount by encouraging his 
disciples to put what they had just heard into practise. What an incredibly freeing 
idea. Practise. Not perfection, practise! 
 
If it’s generosity, just begin walking in a more generous way towards those around 
you. If it’s purity, watch where your feet lead you, take a few detours and avoid 
some of the typical potholes that keep tripping you up. If it’s prayer, start with five 
minutes every other day. If it’s anxiety, take one verse and commit it to memory 
and encourage yourself with it when the need arises. Practise. And as you revisit 
these kingdom values time and time again, slowly but surely a heavenly fitness 
begins to grow, faith begins to germinate and the power of the Holy Spirit will 
continue to strengthen and enable you more and more each day. 
 
I’ve watched gymnasts practise for hours on end to master one part of an entire 
routine, most times ending in the pool of sponge beneath them. I’ve heard my 
neighbour practise the same painful rudiment on his drum kit for hours on end 
until he gets the most simple paradiddle right. I’ve also seen moms practise 
patience, senior executives practise humility, sons practise forgiveness, doctors 
practise medicine and Christians practise living out their faith. And this, Jesus said, 
is what it looks like when wise builders build their life on solid ground. 


